
Denial

Because if God gave an answer to all the important questions we can think of we would

have a Bible six or seven volumes bigger than the cyalepedia lritaaaics, instead .1

the Bible. Is gave no the Bible t. skew us hew to be saved and how t. grew is grace.

And he gave us a great deal .f additional truth. But he knows 1000 tines as muck truth
the

as he gave us in the rest of the Jill.. And No gave us ha Bible to give us MA message
at

for people St all, Use and s.saeçieatly sen. of it is very easy to understand at one

period and seas of it very easy to understand at another period. Jut there are equally
In one period

sane p that are very difficult t" understand/and ether sections that are difficult

in another period. And consequently being the expression of the mind of the infinite
as it is adapted

God and being adapted t. people is very different periods and very different situations
tea.

and very different outlooks we cannot be sure what it all means. And

the nest Important things is net, Let's take this passageef $crture sod go into it

and learn everything it teaches because you can't d. it. Let's take the Bible and

see what it clearly teaches and let's stand en it. And than let us see Wet it doesn't

give a definite answer to and let no reserve judgment on that. To as that is tremendously

important.

I have seen suck tremendous divisions in the Christian church over sitters

where God has not side it absolutely clear which is right

And when people sake a tremendous "position to others ever mom things which other
and could have

equally go" eiristians think the Bible teaches something different/God $ØJfˆJ//

male it perfectly clear in one i4#)'$/ sentence, I'm sure it must grieve hi. heart
(-t ''- "- -

greatly. Be wants us t. take what is %Ø*/ definite and staid en i pad t.
!:1 :(( &tt ?' i

use charity on what is set and move fereward and get the priasil.s.4Then if we get

questionsin our IiI we can me" fereward and get more answers. d we learn more

if we keep an openness on that which isn't clearly taught. S. there are say many thing.

I an net ping t. try to answer here Ds1el's day, but I's going to try to

bring out things that are ahselutely certain and unquestioned and get your feadatien.

Then of sours. we san go on through the years and study
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